
Annex A          our ref : IA/01039/11 
 
1) At the Derby (Sinfin Lane) driving test centre (DTC), how many car driving tests 
were conducted in a) 2011, b) 2010 and c) 2009? 
 
2) Could you break these down by year in a) gender and b) age categories? 
 
At Annex B, you can find the number of car practical tests conducted in 2009, 2010 and 
2011 at Derby (Sinfin Lane) DTC broken down by gender and age.  The information for 
2011 is for the period 1 January to 31 May. 
 
3) What is the greatest number of times somebody has taken their car driving test at 
Derby (Sinfin Lane) DTC? 
 
We hold information on the car practical test from 1 April 2004.  The greatest number of 
attempts a candidate has taken at their car practical test at Derby (Sinfin Lane) DTC is 22. 
 
Please note that: 
 

 this candidate took their 22nd attempt at Derby (Sinfin Lane) DTC but took previous 
attempts at other DTCs 

 this information is based on a candidate’s licence number; therefore if a candidate 
changed their licence number, the count would start again 

 this information is based on a report that was run to capture information on tests 
conducted between 1 April 2004 and 31 May 2011 

 
4) What were the top five common failures for car test candidates at Derby (Sinfin 
Lane) DTC in a) 2011, b) 2010 and c) 2009? 
 
In the table below, you can find the top five most common failures on the car practical test 
at Derby (Sinfin Lane) DTC in 2009, 2010 and 2011 calendar years.  Please note the 
information for the 2011 is for the period 1 January to 31 May. 
 

Top five reasons for failing a car practical test at Derby (Sinfin Lane) DTC 
  2009 2010 01/01/2011 - 31/05/2011 
1 Reverse left - control Junctions - observation Mirrors - change direction 
2 Junctions - observation Reverse left - control Junctions - observation 
3 Reverse park - control Response to signs - traffic 

lights 
Response to signs - traffic 
lights 

4 Response to signs - traffic 
lights 

Mirrors - change direction Junctions - turning right 

5 Mirrors - change direction Move off - safely Positioning - normal driving 
 
Please note that the above information: 
 

 is based on serious and dangerous faults incurred on car practical tests  
 the information does not take into account those candidates that failed the car 

practical test because they incurred 16 or more minor faults with no serious or 
dangerous faults committed  

 
5) How many car driving tests from Derby (Sinfin Lane) DTC were terminated in a) 
2011, b) 2010 and c) 2009? 



 
6) What were the reasons behind the terminations? 
 
In our conversation of 4 August 2011, you clarified that you would like the number of car 
practical tests terminated for the following reasons: 
 

 mechanical failure 
 documents not produced 
 vehicle not suitable or no vehicle for test 
 no L plates 
 no interpreter 
 accident – unable to complete test 
 candidate failed to attend at test centre 
 late cancellation by candidate/school 
 candidate late arriving for test 
 candidate taken ill on test 
 candidate choose to stop test, not already failed 
 bad weather at test centre, bad light and bad weather at test centre 

 
At Annex C, you can find the number of car practical test terminations at Derby (Sinfin 
Lane) in 2009, 2010 and 2011 broken down into the above reasons.  The information for 
2011 is for the period 1 January to 31 May 2011. 
 
7) Has an individual ever been banned from taking tests and Derby (Sinfin lane) 
DTC? 
 
8) If so, how many and what are the reasons for them being banned? 
 
We can neither confirm nor deny whether we hold this information.  But if we did hold this 
information, it would probably be exempt from release under section 40 (2) (personal 
information) of the Freedom of Information Act.  This exemption in full is attached at Annex 
D. 
 
The information supplied to you continues to be protected by copyright. You are 
free to use it for your own purposes, including for private study and non-
commercial research, and for any other purpose authorised by an exception in 
current copyright law. Documents (except photographs) can be also used in the UK 
without requiring permission for the purposes of news reporting. Any other re-use, 
for example commercial publication, would require the permission of the copyright 
holder.  
 
Most documents supplied by the Driving Standards Agency will be protected by 
Crown Copyright. Most Crown copyright information can be re-used under the Open 
Government Licence (http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-
licence/). For information about the OGL and about re-using Crown Copyright 
information please see The National Archives website -
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/information-management/uk-gov-licensing-
framework.htm .  
 
Copyright in other documents may rest with a third party. For information about 
obtaining permission from a third party see the Intellectual Property Office’s 
website at www.ipo.gov.uk. 



 
 
 
 


